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Introduction 
Combinatory algebras (defined below) provide a useful framework for studying 
functions and functional application sinct algebraically definable functions over the 
combinatory algebra are representable (combinatory comp!eteness). Unfortunately, 
these structures are not in general rich enough to provide a sound interpretation 
for the untyped A-calculus. In particular, rule (5) : u = u--hx.u = Ax. 2;. is not valid 
in all combinatoly algebras. Thus strdnger structures, called /i-models, are needed 
to intcpret the A-calculus. 
Since the original inverse limit construction by Scott. several A-models have been 
defined. In particular, Scott [ 131 has also defined another model, (Pm, l , !P), over 
the set of all subsets of the natural numbers. Scott’!: ide.!s have been developed in 
several directions (see [8,1,7,4, 11,2,3] for applications to constructive set theory, 
recursion theory in higher types, and for model-tht,oretic results). In Stoy [14] there 
is a rather detailed presentation of the main area of application of the semantics of 
A-calculus to theoretical computer science: the den,ltational semantics of program- 
ming languages. 
While not all combinatory algebras can be made into A-models, many can. in 
this paper we examine such expansions of combinatory algebras. Most of the focus 
here is on Scott’s PO model, where we show that there is a unique expansion of 
the applicative structure (Pm, .) to a A-model. We also show the uniqueness of k’ 
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and S in this model under further stability conditions. As a corollary we obtain the 
result that (PO, - ) is not isomorphic to Plotkin-Engeler’s (&, l ) for any A. Finally 
we present a general result on the expansion of interiors of a class of h-models. 
In [ 111, a detailed analysis of the theories and structures of variant; of the (&, .) 
models is carried out. Using the results of this analysis and an indirect argument, 
a different proof was given of the uniqueness of the expansion of (RI). l ). The proof 
contained in this paper is much tnore elementary and algebraic in nature. 
1 w Definitions 
C’~~nrbinntr:r~ algebras are given by an applicative structure, (D, - >. and a k and 
s in D which interpret the K and S of combinatory logic. Thus combinatory a!gebras 
havcartraigh~forwardalgebraic( first-ordcr)charactcriz;ltiot~: 3K. S, k f Ssdch that 
(k’) VSVY (K.K~=X). 
W VSVJWZ (Sxyz = sz( y2 )). 
The definition of A-mod& is somewhat more complicated. One form of the 
dcfiniti!\n is given as follows. Let (D, .) bc an ;ipplicative structure. Let 
in the above. CF is a mapping from the set of variables to II and (7: is defined so 
that, for y f X, G:‘( ~1 = tr’,~) ;;nd trf(x) = c’. 
It is easy to show that 11 * jl u is well defined, in particular that 1% ( I> + D). Moreover. 
thih interpretation clearly satisfies ([H (As.,V)/V = [N/s]&I and the other axioms 
rjf A-calculus over the A-11~oc1c‘l. It is not immediately apparent from the above 
definitions that each h-model is a combinatory algebra as well. %Ieyer [ 121 has given 
:rn cfcgant algebraic characteriLatior1 of A-~nodt’ls that makes this connection much 
clearer. A combina~ory model is a triple (D, - , ) such that (0, 4 is a cotnhinatory 
a?_cebra. and F E D satisfies: 
(f-1) v_svy (F’.YyY=.s’\-‘~, 
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Thus E picks out a canonical element from each collection of elements of D whit:] 
have the same functionality. We say a combinatory model is s?ah!cr if E - E = E. 
How do P and h-abstraction (equivalently Vf) relate? Given a Combinator;J 
Algebra, (0, a), is there a unique way of I loosing E (or P)? Are K and S also 
uniquely determined? Meyer answered the first of these questions. In Section 2 we 
examine the other two. 
Proposl!_~.. l ims 1-l. (i) The class of stable combinatory models coincides with the class 
of h-models. M&e precisely, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between 
stable corn bina tory models and A -models. 
(ii) A combinatory model (D, l , F) is stable iff P = 11 ~xy l xy J/u. 
Proof. (i) This is tbasy. Let us be given a A-m:jdel (D, l , P), set F = 
\u( At) E D. *(Ad E 0.4. d )). Conversely, given a stable co;r?biDatory model (D, . . E) 
set u(f) = P. n if ti represents J (For details of the verification, see 11121 or [lo].‘) 
hp+( Axy.sy)( Axy. xy) = Axy.xy. 
(-) I X.X_LA_+T = ~(AerD.~(,~dEn.e.n,)=~(heEL).F.e)=E.~=~ 
by the definition of Vf gi~~~en in the proof of part (i) and by stability. 
For further discussk)n of A-models, see [12,&k 91. 
t Pw and abstraction 
In this section we investigate Scott’s Ptu model for A-calculus. ~Pw is the set of 
all subsets of w.) In order to form a combinatory algebra or A-model from PLO we 
must first define an Interpretation for formal application. Let {e,,j,,, ,, and ( a, - > be 
effective codings of finite sets and of pairs, say as given in [ 151. Let (a I, a?, . . . , a,,) 
abbreviate (a,, (a,, ( . . . , a,,) l l l ))). Then, for 4 e E Pw, 
This is the Myhill-Shepherdson-Rogers notion of application given for the definition 
of enumeration operators (see [ 1 S]), and is monotonic in both arguments. With 
this definition of apphcation it is easy to see that (Pw, l > is a combinatory algebra 
(take k ={(~FL rl,p)(pf e,,,} and s ={(m, rz,p,q)lq~ (t!,,; e,,) . (P,; e/,)}). 
In a A-model, !P (or P) provides an interpretation of functional abstraction (similar 
to L&s LAMBDA). In PO , we say f is continuous iff f(d) = \ J (f( err): e, c d}. Thus. 
a continuous function is determined by its action on finite subsets of o. For any 
continuous fi set Icl( f) = {( tl, m ) ) nz E f( e,,)). Clearly !P( f) - d = f(d). thus verifying 
( 1) of the defkition of A -models. It is routine to verify (2) of the definition, and 
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hence (PO, r’, !P) is a h-model. One can also easily verify that (Pw - , F) is a combina- 
fory m&kl~‘if F =W, 0, p)IpE e,,; e,,}. Note that the A-model (!%I, n , P) and the 
c(:mbinatory model (PO, l , E) for p and F as defined above are related by the 
natural one-to-one correspondence given in Proposition I. 1 (i). 
Stoy [ 141 mainly uses Scott’s PO model in his development of denotational 
semantics. The following theorem shows that in PO there is a unique P and 
hence V. 
Theorem 2.1. Let ( Pw, . ) be the Mvhill-S~~epher~son applicatice structure. Thert d 
there is a unique P such that (Pw, . , F> is a sta hle combirmtory model (and this gices 
Scott’s A-model 1. 
Proof. If F = (( HZ. II. p) 1 p E 4,,1 * e,,) as given previously, then it is easy to verify that 
WilJ, *. F) is a combinatory model (use the k and s given before). The proof that 
this F is unique Cl! proceed by a series of lemmas. Let 
F,,=((~~~,II.I?)I~,,,=((~~,J))}} and ~,=~(nz.n,~~~)3e,,c~~,.e,,,={(q.1,~}}. 
Lemma 2.4. _rl‘ F , s C’ 1; F. tlrtw c ’ . t-.’ = F. 
Engcltx [h] hx 4~own how to cwstruct a A-model from ii non-cmpt! set A. 
( Plotkin. in 197:!, had giwn ii similar notion of set-theoretic application.! We write 
this model C~s ( IT,. 0 , W. The cquation:~i theories of (&, l 1 and (Pw, 0 ) arc the 
w-nt\ and In fact cacti may be isomcwphicall~ embedded into the other (set’ [IO]). 
tioxcvcr. in contrast to the above theorcm, Longo [ lO] has shown that there are 
several pcl&Ae choices of P which make (D,.,, * , d into a combinatory model. In 
fact, if lill is the cardinality of A, there are 2”“’ possible choices. Some of them 
cvt’n satisfy diflcrcnt sets of tqatiuns between ~-terms. Thus we obtain the 
1’ollrw~inc. c 
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Corollary 2.5. (PO, - > and ( Dfl, - > are not isomorphic for any A. 
Proof. The proof follows by Theorem 2.1 and Longo’s recult. . . 
If one drops the condition on stability, (Pw .> yields more than one combinatory 
model, (Vo, l . P’). Thew others also provide models for the A-calculus (see 
Section 1). ’ 
Theorem 2.6. FM nlf F ’ E Pw, ( Pw, l , F’> is a comhirlatnry model if and only if 
F,C cc P. 
Proof. ( SJ ) Follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. 
CC=) Let 
As before (#ne can easily see that (Pw, . ) is a combinatory algebra using this k and 
s. Also for q c F’ c P and for all d E Pm. F’ - d = F . d (see Lemma 2.7 below). Thus 
c’ satisfies (F 1 1 and (~2) since F does. 
Leanma 2-7. Let ( Pu,, -, :‘ ) be t sta h/e cwmtkatory model. If ( Pw, - . c ’ j is a comhinn- 
tory model, the11 
Vd. F’ti==F’. tf. 
Thti difticulty with using an arbitrary F’ with F, E F’ C_ F is that now K, S and F’ 
m;\y be unrelated. We saq t D, - , K, S(J)) is a KS-expansion of a cornbinatory 
dyebra (model) (D, - ( ,F )> d S and K satisfy the axioms t S) and (K L Let 
(11, l . Ai, S, F) be ;t KS-cxpans,. 11 of a combinatory model and let b = 11 A.x_ws~ yz 1 Ii cc 
the composition operator. Set 
Proof. For the proof, we Meyer [ 121. 
‘l’hih r&t:onship kad\ to the folkwing characterization of ‘nice’ K and S. 
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Proposition 2.9. Le!-(D, l , K, S, E) be a KS-expansion of n stable combinatory model. 
Then 
- (i) K = F? - K iR K -’ /iAsy.xIIc;-, 
(ii) S = e7 l S iff S = 11 Axyz.xz~{ yz) 11 G. 
Proof. Trivial by Proposition 2.8. 
We say that a KS-expansion of a combinatory model, (0, l , K, S, F) is KS-stable 
if K = F? - K and S = F~ s S. It is easy to check t.hat in any such model E’ = b(SKC) 
satisfies E’ - F’ = P’. Moreover, this E’ need not equal the E of the expanded combina- 
tory model. Notice, however, that any A-model naturally yields a KS-stable combina- 
tory model: just choose K and S as in the right-hand side of Proposition 2.9(i), 
(ii). In particular, for the stable (Pw, - , F) as in Theorem 2.1 there are a natural K, 
and S, making the expanded combinatory model. (P,,. l . K,., S,, c), KS-stable as well 
as stable. 
The following technical result will be used tc%b prove that K, and S, are the unique 
K and S making (PO, . , K, S, F) KS-stable. 
Proof. Since (Pm, l , K’, S’, F’) is KS-stable, E; . K’ = K’ and ~~ - S’ == S’. 
Also since (fw, l . K ‘, S’. F) is an expanded stable combinatory model (note that 
no interaction between K ‘, S’, and P is required), Proposition 2.8 implies K, = ~~ . K’ 
and SF = E.~ l S’. Thus, by Lemma 2.10, K, = K ’ and SF = S’. 
Corollary 2.12. TIlrere is a unique expansion of the combinatory algebra (PO, . ) to 
a stable comhinatory model (*PO, 8, K, S, F) which is also KS-stable. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.11. 
(See Barendregt [3. Section S] for other results on unique expanGons of combina- c 
tory alge:,ras.) 
Finally we note that although a change in the coding of ordered pairs or finite 
sets will change the functional behavior of individual elements. and in particular 
result in a new F, the results in this paper show that F is unique for each coding scheme. 
3,* InQxia -5 of wmbinatory models 
l%w w turn briefly from PCO to more general models. Let Sr = (II, -, F) be a 
combinatory model. WC !;av 5’ is extensional if Clr satisfies: _ 
(*) for all d,,. d, E LX if Vd F: D (cl,, - d = d, - d), then c!,, = n,. 
Since MJ can interpret h -terms in combinatory models, one can show that extension- 
ality is equivalent to 3 satisfying the following axiom: 
(77’) Ay(14y) = 14 for y not free in II. 
Let 7 = (D, a, F) be any combinatory model. The interior of 9, 9”, is the sub- 
algebra of ‘I’ consisting of the interpretations of all closed h-terms (a term is closed 
if it has no free variables). Alternatively, we can define 9” to be the subalgebra of 
I./‘ gcncratcd by K = k’, = 11 h-y. x 11 IT and S = S,. = 11 kyz.x:( yz) 11 CF. 
Proof. K, = // h.xyxII CT ;iild S, = I~As~z.~ J-Z ! :lu certainly satisfy the (k) and is) axioms 
and. as interpretations of closed terms, are members of D*. Let K’ = ~~A.uyz.xz~~cr and 
1, 3 = ~~hsyzrv.sz( yz) w 1)~. NotL lilat K ‘. S’ E D”. If K’ = K,, then, for al! J, e E D, 
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and thus 3 I= ‘I. Since, however, 9 is non-extensional, K’ # K,. Nevertheless since 
5X(+= 77, 
A similar argument works for S’. 
Lambda algebras may be characterized as the set of ail substructures or homo- 
morphic images of KS-expansions of combinatory models (see [2] for the actual 
definition of lambda algebras). These algebras are important since ( 1) ail equations 
between closed terms provable in A-calculus are true in lambda algebras, md (2) 
there exist mechanical procedures for building combinatory models from lambda 
aigcbras. All lambda algebras are combinatory algebras but need not be combinatory 
models. In Propositii\n 3.1. (D”, - , K,, S,) is in fact ii lambda algebra since it is a 
wbstructure of (19. -, K,, S, ). However, (D”. - , K ‘, S’) is not a lambda algebra (nor 
k any combination of K,, S,, K ‘, S aside from the original K,, S, ). The foiiow’ing 
conjwture (suggested by Meyer) is still open. 
Appendix A. Proofs of Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 
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Since e,, is a singleton, by Lemma A. 1, 
N 11ereas e,r4, l e,+, = {n,}. Since (m,,, no, p,,) E F’ by assumption, we must have eq s e,,,,. 
TriviaIly, p,, E E’ l e,,,, l eq However, it is easy to see that en+, l eq = 8 (use the fact 
that en&, ={ ( tztl, p,,)} and erk, Et_ e& Thus E’ l e,,+, l et, f enq, . eq, violating ( E 1). 
For the other containment, suppose F’ G E. Again we show that (E 1) must fail. 
Sclppose t nz,,, n,,, po) E F’ - F (note that any k E w may bs: interpreted as an ordered 
pair, and hence as a triple, by our coding scheme). Hence by the definition of F 
there is no et1 c e,+, such that (y, p,,) E e,+,, and therefore po& e,,,, - e,,. On the other 
hand p,, E P’ l e,,+, 9 e,4,, so ( P 1) again fails. 
Proof of Lnnma 2.3. Suppose P I G F ‘. We show that (~2) fails. Suppose 
(122(), I?,,. p,,) E F1 - F’. an4 henlx, by the definition of q, err4, ={(qo, p,,)) for some 
ql, c c, ,. By Lemma 2.2, F& F’, and by the definition of F(,, (nz,,. qo. p,) E q) c: F’. 
Thus q. # 12,, and hence e(,,, 5 e,&,. Since e,,,, is a singleton, by Lemma A. 1 we have 
F’ ’ C,, = {t )I, p) 1 (nz,,, II, p) E E’}. Thus (~lq,, p,,) E F’ * e,,‘(,. If e = {(r. p,) 1 e,,,, 5 e,}, then 
it is easy to verify that ( 1) e,,,E C, (2) (II,), I)(,) E Y, and (3) for all d E Pw, e - d = e,,+, * rl. 
However, we can show that F’ - t’ # F’ - e,,, Golating (~2). It is enough to shou 
( !I,+ /I,, 1 E F’ . :’ <ill x we know that (II,,, p,,) $ E’ - e,,. Let e, = {( m,,, p,,)} c e (by ! 2) 
:ibov&. B! UK definition of F,): we hwe ( r. I?,,, p,,) E F() E F’. Thus (Q,, po) E F’ - e. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4 
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